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ABSTRACT
Data visualization is a powerful tool for understating information
through visual cues. However, allowing novices to create visual-
ization artifacts for what they want to see is not easy, just as not
everyone can write SQL queries. Arguably, the most natural way
to specify what to visualize is through natural language or speech,
similar to our daily search on Google or Apple Siri, leaving to the
system the task of reasoning about what to visualize and how.

In this demo, we present Sevi an end-to-end data visualization
system that acts as a virtual assistant to allow novices to create
visualizations through either natural language or speech. Sevi is
powered by two main components: Speech2Text which is based
on Google Cloud Speech-to-Text Rest API, and Text2VIS, which
uses an end-to-end neural machine translation model called ncNet
trained using a cross-domain benchmark called nvBench. Both
ncNet and nvBench have been developed by us. We will walk
the audience through two general domain datasets, one related to
COVID-19 and the other on NBA player statistics, to highlight how
Sevi enables novices to easily create data visualizations. Because
nvBench contains Text2VIS training samples from 105 domains
(e.g., sport, college, hospital, etc.), the audience can play with speech
or text input with any of these domains.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Data analytics; • Human-centered
computing → Visualization; Visualization systems and tools.
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Figure 1: A user provides input in the form of voice (speech) or text
(natural language). Sevi translates either input into a visualization.

1 INTRODUCTION
Data is taking the world by storm, transforming virtually every
industry, and is playing an important role in our daily lives. It is
important to understand the insights that numbers alone cannot
tell us. However, it is nontrivial to interpret the massive amounts
of information being collected today.

Data visualization plays a key role in communicating informa-
tion, through the use of visual elements such as bar charts, scatter
plots, and histograms [16]. This makes the data more natural for
the human mind to comprehend and therefore provides an accessi-
ble way for anyone, even those without statistical background, to
identify trends, patterns, and outliers within large datasets [8, 9, 21].
In fact, we have been inundated with visual interpretations of the
COVID-19 data, from early graphics urging us to flatten the pan-
demic curve to regularly updated dashboards [5, 7, 12].

Although there are many choices of interactive data visualization
tools (e.g., Tableau and Qlik) and easy-to-specify data visualization
languages (e.g., Vega-Lite [17] and ggplot2), only experts are able
to to create good visualizations. In addition, this assumes that these
experts knowmany details such as the meaning and the distribution
of the data, the right combination of attributes, and the right type
of charts.

The democratization of data visualization means that anyone
can easily create data visualizations without the need to write
code and with a very fast learning curve, similar to how Google
democratized search using a natural language interface. In fact,
both commercial vendors (e.g., Tableau’s Ask Data [18], Power
BI [2], ThoughtSpot [3], and Amazon’s QuickSight [1]) and aca-
demic researchers [4, 10, 15, 20] have investigated the translation
from natural language queries to visualizations (Text2VIS). They
mainly use statistical phrase-based translation that first employs
natural language processing toolkits (e.g., Stanford CoreNLP [14]
and NER [6]) to parse a natural language query and produce a vari-
ety of linguistic annotations (e.g., parts of speech, named entities,
etc.), based on which they then devise algorithms to generate target
visualizations.
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Figure 2: An overview of Sevi.

Although deep learning-based natural language understanding
and processing have achieved near-human intelligence and out-
performed traditional statistical phrase-based machine translation
techniques, using neural machine translation for Text2VISwas not
well studied. There are two main challenges: (C1) No benchmark.
Neural machine translation (for example, from English to French)
needs a lot of training data that is usually easy to come by, but
coming with a large sets of (TEXT, VIS) pairs is not straighforward.
(C2) No end-to-end Text2VIS neural machine translation systems.
This is partially because of the absence of a Text2VIS benchmark.

Recently, we tackled challenge (C1) by proposing the first
Text2VIS benchmark, called nvBench [11], which consists of 25k+
(TEXT, VIS) pairs over 780 tables from 105 domains. For handling
(C2), and based on nvBench, we proposed the first neural ma-
chine translation system for Text2VIS, called ncNet [13], using
Transformer [19] with special optimization techniques such as
visualization-aware attention forcing and translation. In this demo,
we take this a step further, streamlining the experience by directly
allowing the user to speak into their computer rather than typ-
ing in text, resulting in a new system, called Sevi, that supports
end-to-end Speech2VIS.
Demonstration Scenarios. We propose to demonstrate Sevi with
two easy-to-specify scenarios, as shown in Figure 1: the users can
either use speech or text input to create their desired visualizations.
For the data sets, we use two general domain datasets, one for the

COVID-19 pandemic data and the other for NBA player statistics.
Better still, the audience can choose any dataset from the 105 do-
mains (e.g., Sport, Hospital) that are provided in nvBench. The
code is available at https://github.com/Thanksyy/Sevi.

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we overview Sevi, as shown in Figure 2. We first
introduce how Seviworks (Section 2.1). We then describe ncNet for
Text2VIS neural machine translation (Section 2.2). We finally close
this section by introducing nvBench, the Text2VIS benchmark
used for training ncNet (Section 2.3).

2.1 Sevi: End-to-end Speech2VIS
Sevi works as follows, as shown at the top of Figure 2. The user
specifies what is desired using a microphone to generate a speech
query. This speech query will be sent to Google Cloud speech
to text REST API (https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text/). The
transcribed text will be returned. Alternatively, the user can directly
specify a text (i.e., natural language) query. Afterwards, Sevi will
send this text query to ncNet, which is responsible for interpreting
this text query and creates a visualization for the user.

2.2 ncNet: Text2VISMachine Translation
The architecture of ncNet is shown in the middle of Figure 2. ncNet
adopts a Transformer-based [19] model that consists of an encoder
and a decoder, which are both stacks of self-attention blocks.

https://github.com/Thanksyy/Sevi
https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text/


How ncNet works. ncNet takes a text query 𝑁 and a data set
𝐷 as input, tokenizes and concatenates them as a sequence, and
feeds them as the input of the encoder of ncNet. The encoder
will convert this sequence of (𝑁, 𝐷) into a hidden vector ℎ as the
input of the decoder. The decoder will then output a sequence
in the form of Vega-Zero [13] (e.g., “mark bar encoding x states
. . .”), as the visualization specification. Note that, Vega-Zero is
the language we proposed in [13] as a simplification of Vega-Lite
(https://vega.github.io/vega-lite/) and is more friendly to sequence-
to-sequence models. The Vega-Zero specification will be converted
to Vega-Lite by default (or other visualization languages such as
ggplots) so as to be rendered and returned to the user.
Chart Templates. ncNet further proposes to use chart templates
as additional hints, where a user can specify the output to be a pie
chart or a scatter plot with a simple click, e.g., the user can select
a chart template 𝐶 as shown in Figure 2. In this case, the encoder
will take (𝑁, 𝐷,𝐶) as input. In practice, chart templates have been
widely used in all commercial products, including Tableau, Excel,
and Google Sheets. ncNet supports seven chart templates, {Bar,
Stacked Bar, Pie, Line, Grouping Line, Scatter, Grouping Scatter}.
Figure 2 showcases four sample chart templates. Essentially, the
chart template is used as a constraint to reduce the search space
of possible outputs.

ncNet is trained using nvBench, which is discussed below.

2.3 nvBench: The Text2VIS Benchmark

Dataset statistics. Figure 2(a) gives statistics of nvBench from
the data sources and (TEXT, VIS) perspectives, where the TEXT is
a natural language specification and the VIS is the corresponding
visualization specification in the form of Vega-Zero. As shown in
Figure 2 (a), nvBench has 153 databases containing a total of 780
tables that cover 105 domains (e.g., sports, customers). The average
number of columns/rows in the 780 tables is 5.26/1,309.65, and the
maximum/minimum number of columns (rows) is 48/2 (183,978/1).
Among the columns, 68.78% of columns are categorical columns,
11.58% of columns are temporal columns, and 19.64% of columns
are quantitative columns. Figure 2 (a) also depicts the distributions
of columns and rows, which tells us that most of the tables have 2
to 9 columns.
(TEXT, VIS) statistics. Given the 153 databases (Figure 2 (b)),
nvBench contains 7,274 visualizations on 7 types of charts. For
each VIS, nvBench provides one to several TEXT queries since
different users might provide different TEXT queries for the same
visualization. In total, nvBench consists of 25,750 (TEXT, VIS) pairs.
Visualization difficulties. nvBench further defines four-level
of complexities, i.e., easy, medium, hard, and extra hard, for the
visualizations based on the hardness of the query. For example, a
visualization query with filter, bin and aggregations may be catego-
rized as Hard. The heatmap in Figure 2(c) shows the distribution of
visualizations in different chart types and hardness of visualizations.

3 DEMONSTRATION SCENARIOS
We will walk through the audience through two datasets, one for
NBA player statistics and the other for COVID-19 pandemic
dataset , using the Jupyter Notebook and a Web-based interface.

(a) Import the package and specify a dataset

(b) Perform Speech2VIS by recording in the notebook

(c) Perform Speech2VIS by loading from an audio file

Figure 3: Sevi in Jupyter Notebook.
Sevi in Jupyter Notebook. Data science practitioners often per-
form interactive data visualization using a Jupyter Notebook (or
Jupyter Lab). To make Sevi easy-to-use for this type of users, we
have developed a Python package for Sevi to be used in the Jupyter
Notebook ecosystem.

Figure 3 is a screenshot that shows how to create desired visual-
izations with speech queries for the NBA Players Stats dataset.
First, the user needs to import the Sevi package and load the trained
model, and then she can specify the dataset for visualization via
specify_dataset() . Using Sevi, one can load datasets from SQLite
databases, CSV files, or JSON files (Figure 3(a)).

Next, the user can issue a speech query via speech2vis() . Fi-
nally, Sevi renders the best-inferred visualization relevant to the
speech query using the Vega-Lite (Figure 3(b)). In our current im-
plementation, Sevi first transcribes the speech query into the corre-
sponding TEXT query, and then performs Text2VIS in the backend.

https://vega.github.io/vega-lite/


(a) An example of Speech2VIS in the web-based Sevi

(b) An example of Text2VIS in the web-based Sevi

Figure 4: Sevi in Web-based Interface.

However, this process may introduce “noise” in the transcribed
TEXT query. For example, as shown in Figure 3(b), the speech “bar
chart” is transcribed as “bachata” due to the cacoepy. Given this ob-
servation, further work is needed to support robust Text2VIS from
“noisy” and “ambiguous” TEXT queries. Furthermore, acquiring a
(Speech, VIS) corpus and directly training deep learning models to
support Speech2VIS in an end-to-end way is another promising
direction.

The user can also directly specify the speech query by loading a
pre-recorded audio file (Figure 3(c)). Note that the user can also per-
form Text2VIS directly by specifying TEXT queries via text2vis() .
For example, if the user types in “show me a bar chart of the number

of players per position by ranking in descending order”, Sevi
will return the same bar chart as shown in Figure 3(b).
Sevi in Web-based Interface. For non-coders or users who want
an easy-to-use interface, Sevi offers a simple web-based interface
that will be also demonstrated. Figure 4 are screenshots of Sevi’s
web interface. First, the user can upload their relational dataset
(table) by clicking the �○ Upload Dataset button. Next, the user can
overview the schema information of the dataset in the Columns
panel. Alternatively, the user can browse the full dataset by clicking
the COVID-19 United States button.

As shown in Figure 4(a), the user can click the Á button to
record a speech query. Similar to Sevi in Jupyter notebook, Sevi
will transcribe the speech query and generate the best visualiza-
tion result. Alternatively, as depicted in Figure 4(b), the user can
also directly input a text query and click the ü button to get the
visualization result.

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
We demonstrated Sevi, a system to enable novices to create data
visualizations through either a speech or a natural language input.
So far, Sevi only supports speech in English, and we are planning to
extend it to further support Chinese and Arabic. Moreover, through
quantitative evaluation, we found that the performance of Sevi
(and ncNet) clearly downgrades for the domains that are not in-
cluded by nvBench, which shows a common hard-to-generalize
problem. Therefore, we are also planning to significantly expand
nvBench to cover more domains with more training examples.
Furthermore, from the demonstration, we observe that supporting
robust Text2VIS from the “noisy” and “ambiguous” queries is an
important problem. Acquiring (Speech, VIS) pairs to train deep
learning models to support Speech2VIS in an end-to-end fashion
is another promising research direction.
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